
IMPERIAL STORM UPDATE:

This is Maximus Centurios Ordo here at the EHNN forward operating post orbiting around Zaadja here
to bring you the latest updates on the wargames

Several battles have been taking place over the course of the past few days:
At the planet of Gannaria a small force from the Challenged had encountered a massive fleet from the 
Hammer. While we have reports that the Challenge forces did indeed “lose” the battle, it has come at a 
cost as the Hammer fleet stationed there did lose a significant portion on their fleet….*yes*..ok yes, we
are now receiving confirmed reports that the Challenge fleet has lost the ISD Illustrious, A/CRS 
Morgoth and A/CRS Delste alongside 5 squadrons. The Hammer however have lost what appears to be 
four frigates whjos names seem to be...quite misleading. The “Strike Cruiser Strike Stryker”, “Assault 
Gunboats Zucchini Boats”, “ISD MEME” and “ISD...BEME”…..*Did Legion freaking write 
this?...no?..Those are the actual names?*...and there have been reports of damage alongside a few other
vessels of the Hammer fleet in the area. Again, The Hammer seems to have won this battle but it does 
seem that some tactical experts are calling this a Pyrrhic Victory at best for COL Genie’s team. We do 
not have comments from either side at this time.

Spar alpha is indecisive:
Spar Alpha has seen an exchange of hands several times between Warrior and Challenge forces. 
Currently it is being held by what seems to be a massive fleet by the Warrior, which has lead tacticians 
to question VA Marenta’s decision in this sector. No battle has taken place as every encounter has been 
auto resolved, but this does lead to question of the Warrior’s current fleet positions. With such a 
massive force confirmed in the area, plus the Warrior’s current battle with the Hammer in Moddell 
Secundus experts are now theorizing VA Marenta has left gaps in her defensive line. 

Warrior and Hammer forces have been engaged:
The Hammer fleet has been attacked again, but this time by forces of the Warrior over the control of 
Moddell Secundus. While we do not have any exact reports of fleet strengths at this time, theories are 
out there from all across EH wondering if the Hammer is indeed just staying put and not moving at all, 
and if The Warrior is spreading their forces out to thin. COL Genie has for the beginning of IS4 has 
shown only a defensive pattern where theorists calling his actions as indecisive and fear induced while 
others say he is merely holding the line. VA Marenta on the other hand is showing that her fleet 
movements may have put her defensive line out to thinly, one expert is stating that her fleet positioning 
is no better than her comment of the Challenge’s strategy which she stated on the AirLock Podcast as 
“A hippie commune with no strategy”. We do not have comments from either Team Captain at this 
time, although we will be pushing for comments from all three team captains after the latest battle.

In other news: 
We have reports of survivors of one of the expeditionary fleets sent out by the Emperor’s Hammer Tie 
Corps are currently held up on an unnamed planet who seem to be fighting off several creatures, 
anything from Giant Crabs, Primitive Lizard people, to……..a swarm of Porgs….*ok Legion wrote this
one write?….NO?...seriously?*….while the survivors are currently making headway on returning to 
the main fleet, we do have reports of a strange demon looking creature following them with what 
appears to be a giant...wizard hat….*sigh*

More news at it becomes available, only on EHNN.
* someone get me Legion on the line NOW! *


